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Inaccuracies Found In Library Report
MAY DAY DEyo TI oNs ATT RA cT
CINCIN.NATI CATHOLIC STUDENTS
Arwnynious Quotes Contained Pel'Sorutl Assaults
Against Staff, Clim·ges O/ lriadeqrwte Facilities

By Bob itlfmlcy, Ncavs Assocfote Etlitor
On Wednesday, Apr. 21, the student body was ripped into

factions
over
controversy
by Investigation
the publication
of
the report
by the
Student
Council'scaused
Library
Committee. The four page report, which had been "unanimously
and enthusiastically" endorsed by Student Council on Apr. 5,

contained two pages of anonymous quotations from certain of
the 60 students who had been
surveyed by juniors Fred Drugan
and Bill Sweeney.

~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Tlie Divisions Of The Pope

ED.NOTE: The News repo1·ted
the action taken by Student
Council 1·e1garding the Library in
the Apr. 9 edition. Because of
the great controve1·sy which has
arisen from the display of anonymous quotations attacking the Library, its staff and members of
the faculty, The News has conducted a thorough investigation
of the charges and of the Xavier
Library.

Edgecliff, iliou.nt, Villa Macl0111ut, Xavie1· P1·epm·e
For Living Rosm·y, Jl1c1.v Cl"owning On Satm·day
il)' Al Confos, News Associate Etlilor
Tomorrow afternoon, the Catholic students of Greater
Cincinnati will combat the significance of "Red Day" and
hon~r Mary, the Queen of May, by sponsoring a May Day
celebration on the Xavier campus. The moving forces behind
the activity are the four major colleges of the Cincinnati area,

Edgecliff, Mount Saint Joseph,
Villa Madonna, and Xavier. Student nurses from Saint Elizabeth
and Good Samaritan Hospitals,
the Xavier Evening College, Cincinnati Newman Club, the University of Cincinnati Calholic fraternities and sororities plus the
Catholic high school sludents of
Many of the anonymous quoCincinnati and Northern Kentations consisted of personal astucky will also parlicipate.
saults· on individual members of
Procession Planne(l
the faculty and the library staff.
The program will begin at 2:30
Allegations of the inadequacy of
with a procession from O'Brien
the collection of books, the book
Terrace lo the Xavier Fieldhouse
circulation system and the phyvia Victory Parkway, Dana Avesical facilities of the Xavier Linue and Winding Way. At the
brary were made in the report. /
front of .the procession will be a
color guard of the Pershing RiNo Investigation
fles. The Xavier University band
Bill Sweeney, co-chairman of
will also be included. En route,
the councilmatic committee, said,
The Living Rosary, i>hotogra1>he<1 at a fm·mer l\'Iay' Day cele- the group will pause on the Park"Neither the committee nor Counbration,
will again come to life Sahu·clay afternoon in Memorial Field- way for a short devotion while
cil conducted any investigation of
facing the Shrine of Our Lady of
the charges to see whether or not house as students honor 1''.lary and l>ray for 1>eace.
Victory.
they are true; we merely reportThe devotions in the Fieldhouse
ed them as samples of student
will
consist of th~ Living Rosary,
opinion. We did not consult the
a short talk, Act of Consecration,
Library concerning our· survey."
May Crowning and Benediction.
Bill added, "If the charges are
Hymns
will be sung both before
right, a correction should be
the shrine and in the Fieldhouse.
made. If the charges are wrong,
The talk will be delivered by the
Five Xavier seniors have ob- lo a B.S. in political science.
an explanation should be made.
Don Butler, Honors A.B. senior, Rev. John A. McGrail, S.J., Dean
The survey was made as an hon- tained awards for graduate school
study in Eastern and Middle has received a teaching grant in of the Milford Division.
est effort to improve Xavier."
the field of psychology from BowMay Queen Crowned
When the report was brought Western universities. Tom Lipling Green University. Don is a
pert,
former
editor
of
The
News,
The
decades of the Living Robefore Student Council, there
graduate of St. Ignatius High sary will be composed of students
was a band-wagon like "wave of received one of the 144 Woodrow
School in Chicago, Ill.
who participate. The Xavier men
enthusiasm" which carried the Wilson Fellowships for "marked
Al Cordes, former NFCCS sen- will assume the Our Fathers and
councilmatic endorsement unani- promise for the teaching profession and possessing the highest ior delegate, has received a tui- Glori as.
mously.
qualities of intellect, character tion scholarship from John HopAnn Marie Bourgeois, daughReport To President
and personality." More than 1600 kins University for study in Com- ter of Mr. Joseph Bourgeois, asst.
Very Rev. James F. Maguire, applications were made for the parative Homance Linguistics. Al professor of Modern Languages at
is a graduate of Creighton Prep, Xavier, will crown the statue of
S.J., did not receive a copy of the grants.
committee's report u n ti 1 the
Tom is a graduate of St. Xavier Omaha, Neb., and is an Honors the Virgin. She will be attended
morning of Apr. 23, 18 days after High School and is current.ly pur- A.B. student at Xavier.
hy Misses Julie Comer of Mount
Tom Willke, Honors A.B. sen- Saint Joseph College, Elaine
it had been acted upon by Coun- suing an A.B. in English at Xavcil and two days after it had been ier. He will continue work in ior, has received a teaching grant Charters of Edgecliff and Mary
English at the University of at Ohio State University for fur- Weil of Xavier Evening College.
(Continued on Page 3)
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, ther study in mathematics. Tom
Former Successes
is a gi<aduate of Roger Bacon and
N.C.
The
last
time such a project
Larry Blank, president of the is at present teaching in his forwas undertaken by the Catholic
mer
Alma
Mater.
Philopedian Debating Society,
students of this area was in May
has received a tuition scholarship
of 1950 when a very successful
Mr. Frank N. Inserni, chairman . from the University of Notre
program was put on. This year
of the Fine Arts Committee an- Dame College of Law. Larry is
being Marian Year, the celebranounced the following scheduled a graduate of Elder High School
tion has been brought back and
events for the month of May. a~d at Xavier devoted his. efforts
Xavier has won the Intercol- is one of the highlights Of Xavier
"Cervantes and his. Contemporlegiate Latin contest of the Chi- Marian Year activity. All Xavier
aries" will be the subject of an
'T~1lip Tivirl' Will Be llcltl
cago-Missouri Province of the So- students are urged to participate
address by Mr. Inserni on May 5
ciety of Jesus. Musketeer linguists in this public demonstration of
at 1 :30 p. m. The following day, In So11tli Hall Tliis E·ve11i11g
South Hall will be the scene of gained 23 points in the competi- faith and devotion to Mary as an
May 6, Mr. Gustave von Groschexpression of Xavier's regard for
witz, curator of prints of the Cin- the first annual Tulip Twirl to tion.
Honors course seniors Don But- the Mother of God.
cinnati Art Museum, will speak be held tonight from 8:30 to 12:00.
Xavier's general chairman is
at 8:15 p. m. on !'The Graphic The dance, given by the Maria ler, Al Cordes and Bob Murray
Arts." Peter Pa u I Loyanich, Della Strada Sodality of Bellar- made the victory possible by Sodality Prefect Dick Tobin.
sophomore at Xavier, will present mine Chapel, will feature Joe placing first, second and seventh Working closely with Mm arc
a piano concert May 19 at. 1:30 McCarthy and his nine piece respectively. Loyola of Chicago Dan McMahon, .Jim Powers, Larp. m. These Fine Arts Committee band. A donation of 50c will be was second with 16 points and ry Blank, Vito DeCarJo, Bill
activities will be held in the Dor- charged at the door. Girls from Marquette finished third with 71t':!. Sweeney, Jack Bowling, Joe
othy Albers Fine Arts Room and Mount St. Joseph, The Edgecliff Nine Jesuit colleges competed in Burk~. Bruno Wolff and Al
the tests.
Cordes.
and Regina High are hostesses.
all are free of charge.

Graduate Schools Grant
Awards To 5 Xavier Me11

luserui A1111ou11ces
May FA Schedule

Three Place As X
Wins Latin Contest

Senior Gift Funcl
flolds 70 Percent
Of Pleclgecl Goal
The Senior Class Gift Fund has
now achieved $1,150.00 of its
pledged goal of $1,700.00. Jim
Powers, senior class president,
announced that returns were still
coming in and urged that "all
of those who have not as yet paid
their pledge do so as soon as
possible."
Dick DeC01;ps and the gift selection· committee have been
working with the· administration
on the plans for the audio-visual
room. They hope to have the
plans completed and approved by
the University before graduation.
The class officers also announced that the company which
had been selected to manufacture
the senior class vests had discontinued the production of them.
Refunds are being made to those
seniors who ordered the vests.
Steps are being taken to replace the vests with some other
form of distinctive garb.

Ti·affic Comniittee
Pledges Stop Light
The

Xavier - Parkway

traffic

Iigh t has passed the stage of

theory and entered the realm of
concrete planning. At a Traffic
Committee m e e t i n g recently
Councilman Donald D. Clancy
was given the most encouraging
answer to date regarding the installation of the contraverted
traffic light which has been the
object of crusading efforts of the
Xavier Student Council and The
News.
Mr. R. A. MacDonald, deputy
clerk of the City Council was directed by the Traffic Committee
to announce to the University
that the traffic light is "on the
work program and will be completed in early July."

Death Clahns Wife
Of Che111istry Prof
Mrs. Evelyn Klingenberg, wife
of Dr. Joseph J. Klingenberg, assistant professor of chemistry,
died Apr. 19, after an illness of
over a month. Besides her husband, she leaves five children,
the oldest of whom is 7 years:
Mrs. Klingenberg was buried
Thursday morning, Apr. 22, from
Mother of God Church, Covington, Ky. Prayers are requested
for the repose of her soul.
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«

Doctor, Heal Thyself

.»

e heard in a South Hall conversation again last week t~e
traditional complaint against the scarcity of decent Catholic writers and the impotency of Catholic literature in general. It is of little consolation that this negative complaint
seems to be true, not only of Catholic writers and literature,
but of all writers and literature today. What is significant,
however, is that this objection comes from the Catholic college
man-the very oasis from which the water in the desert must
eventually come.
~
The real concern in this matter then, must be for the Catholic college student. What is he doing to remedy the situation?
We feel safe in saying that some of the greatest Catholic authors of our own day, or the past, are names that would go
unrecognized by the Catholic college student of today. And the
reason is that there is very little emphasis on Catholic literature in our colleges.
Xavier offers a few courses that serve as both Christian
Culture and English courses. The most comprehensive of these
is probably the Catholic Literature course taught at the Evening College. We feel it should be a requisite for ·any student
who feels inclined to complain about the status of Catholic
literature. And for those of us who can't fit in such a course, a
visit to the library might result in a most enlightening, if unfortunately brand-new, acquaintance with Catholic writers
whose only offense is that they have been undiscovered.

Last Bulwarks

• • •

·eyDamico

W

«

A Speaking Freed om

»

lthough the present vicious battle going on in Washington
between Senator McCarthy and Army Secretary Stevens
will probably end in results detrimental to both parties, this·
controversy at least underlines the fact that, here in the United
States, differences of opinion, no matter how great, still do
not constitute one way tickets to Siberia for the offending
parties.
As long as we are able to argue with our neighbors about
how our government should be run, and as long as we can back
up our opinion by voting accordingly, the United States is still
the free world's best answer to communist tyranny. When,
however, the time arrives when the government is powerful
enough to silence all opposition to its programs or actions immediately and unequivocally, then aU hope of a free world is
gone.
Understand, that by "opposition to the programs and actions of the government" is not meant such a thing as communism. Rather it means constructive criticism, one of the cornerstones upon which a democratic form of government must be
founded.
As long as differences of opinion are able to be aired by
radio and TV as the hearings now underway in Washington,
our country will remain "the land of the free and the home of
the brave."
~. 7;: 11>'1~~lr~
' ~ .....,....... ~l9'i~t
1~,

A

,, Target USA

«

eginning this week, the Cincinnati-Hamilton County Civil
B
Defense organization will present a series of radio and TV
programs designed to educate the populace of Greater Cincinnati to the menace of enemy attack. Perhaps more importantly,
the programs will teach the person in the home how to save
his life.
The installation of the new air raid warning system in late
May highlights the necessity of knowing what to do when an
alert is sounded. The committee, realizing this, plans instruction on the problems of safe food and water, firefighting, and
communications.
In answer to objections that an H-bomb will make an
these preparations useless, let it be said that if and when such
an attack comes, some method for aiding the casualties and
alleviating their suffering will be necessary. Moreover, as the
committee points out, unpreparedness invites attack.
Despite the devastation that will accompany enemy attack, to have no plan to help the survivors is sheer folly:. Those
who make light of the entire program are in the dreani world
that fails to see that this time Americans are the target.

Xavier University News
Publlshed weekly during the school year except durlni? vacation periods by Xavier
University, Hamilton County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio, •t.SO per year.
Entered as second clnss matter October 4, 1946 at the Post Office at
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March 3, 1879.
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lntercolle&iate Colleie Prem
Ohio College Newspaper Asa'a.
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MANAGING EDJTOR ...................................................................................................... Tom Kerver, 'llll
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ASSOCIATE EDITORS ........................ AI Cnrdu, 'G~, Ran• Gel1Jer, '1111, .Jobn GrlHmer, '113,
Bob .Manley, '117, Bob .Murray, 'llf, Bill Stlerer, 'II&
FEATURE EDITOR .................................................................................................... Cbarle• Aa•tln, '116
COLUMNISTS ............................ Rlcbiard Cootello, '1111, .Jim Gllllran, 'lit, Don Rellkamp, '116,
Mayo Mob•, '116
..
BEPORTERs ................................ Davld Allen, 1111, Burke Riiey, 1117, Florian 8okolow•kl, '117,
Dick Tobin, '114, .Jim Van Flandern, '117, .John Van Flandern, '117
If PORTS EDJTORS ........................................................................ Paul Caln, 'lit, Loran Rapier 'M
ltPORTS WRITERS .............................. lllelvln Drennan, '67, Bill Dally, '117, .Joba Bale.,,' '117,
.Joe McCarthy, '117, Bruno Wolff, '1111
• PDOTOGRAPDERS............................ .roe Bodnar, '1111, Gerald Xarebem, '38, Marfin D•I., 'lit
EVENING COLLEGE EDITOR ................................................................................ Doiotb'f Trar~.er
ClaCULATJON................................................................Bob Flbpatrlek, '114, .Joba lloormaa '1111
CABTOONISTS................................................................................Toa., Damico, 'INJ, Tom Saal' 'lit
(The vtews and opinions as expressed by various feature wrlten, columnl.U and ~est
writers do not necessarlly express the oftlclal opinions of the Xavter Untventty Achnln•
fstratlon. Matters of offlclal nature appearing in the "New•" will be IO dldlD8tect.J
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PAGUL'l'r l:DITOBIAL ADVISE&...............- ................. Dr. Vloter o• .............. '"·

·-·-OF
---·-NOTE
----•.
By Dlela Co•lello

Beyond
The ·x- Horizon
By Jim Gilligan
The ACP, wh.ich is sort of a junior AP, recently sent us
one of their bulletins covering some of the salaries paid to the
student editors and journalists. There was one Midwest college
which paid the Editor-in-chief $85.00 a month-needless to say
it was not Xavier. However I found that some of the most
heavily endowed schools give
thcfr editors and business manag- Fourth of July can stand at aters a mere pittance-or nothing tention while the band plays the
National Anthem, why is it that
at all.
Well now, that sounds more non-ROTC students of Xavier
like it. The pittance of The News who are in the immediate vicinity
staff consists in· winning a letter, can't do the same while it is being
but unlike the football team, our sounded at a Regimental Review
letter merely lists the dates of of the Corps? No one asks that
next year's issues. -:Big deal! Any- they ·come, but if they do, cerway, the football team doesn't tainly the game of tennis could
have music by Muzak, although be momentarily ha:Ited.
• • •
some say there is an occasional Further evidence that some of
sour note sounded.
And, speaking of notes being · our high schools may not, for
sounded, if the non-military base- one reason or another, be accomball fans at Crosley Field, or the plishing a good enough job in the
non-military fight fans at Mad- preparation of students for colison Square Garden, or even the lege is seen when joining the U.
non-military citizens of a place of North Carolina comes the U.
like Follansbee, W. Va. on the
(Continued on Page '1)

Obiter Dicta
By Don Bellkamp

Shades of a revolutfon! Have you been noticing all the
changes and purported changes that are taking place with the
change in the weather? Yellow car stickers have replaced the
old orange and they are reportedly much less sticky, too. A
list has been submitted to the President with suggestions for
the beautification of the campus,
the library riff . has passed the thing to do with it or not is unmuttered gripe stage, estimates important, but it seems fairly obhave been received for the light- vious that many needed but long
ing of the dome atop the Union put-off improvements are being'
as· well as for the building of a brought to light for the type of
critical examinations that can
trophy case.
Probably the mos~, significant very easily result in constructive
of these was the bringing for· concrete action. We as students
ward of the library prob)ems can accomplish wonders and with
which have long plagued faculty · very little trouble if only we take
and students. Unfortunately many time to do things together. For
of the problems lie deeply en- example, for the grandiose sum
tangled in the lack of funds, help of .20 a man, to be divided into
and space and many of the over two equal installments of .10 each
simplified solutions. are no more we the students can: (1) light up
than just that. However, the fact the dome atop the Union and (2)
is that t.hese things have · ad·· build the trophy case, but let's
vanced from the individual gripe not get too far iato the future.
First things first. One thin
stage to the level of a genuine
collective interest. The total prob· dime, the price of a· draft beer,
lem might once again, as it has won't light up anyone but all
in the past, seem insurmountable, our dimes together will light up
but when tackled one aspect at the Union's dome. So next Weda time soon it will be whittled nesday bring your dime so that
down until even the most diffi- the dome will shine. There wm
cult part will seem practical.
be appropriately marked collecWhether the weather has any(Contfnued from Pa1e 3)

The second last concert of the
Cincinnati Symphony was a rousing one to say the least, last April
10th. Theodore Lettvin's debut
was an impressive one, the Bartok Concerto was a moving one,
and most of all the audience was
one in approval, a rare occurrence indeed. Those who were
not to be frightened away by
Bela's pyrotechnics were most
compatible to the rest of the program. Besides hearing one of the
best existing works of the Hungarian composer, and soine lampooning of Shostakovich's Seventh Symphony on the side, there
was some fine subtle Bach (Concerto No. 5), and some nostalgic,
cascading Rachmaninoff from .the
nimble fingers of Mr. Lettvin. For
those who think the Symphony
has been falling down on the job
programming-wise, we can point
to this particular week with pride.
Unfortunately, I was unable to
attend the final offering of the
year, but the close of the season
now leaves openings for other
things of interest. For instance,
t-he great Sauter Finnegan Band
played Castle Farm last Saturday. Unfortunately, I missed
them, also.
.The next big event to start
thinking about Is the May Festival. Anyone wanting tickets
needn't be told to get your order
in early. Address the Cincinnati
Musical Festival Association, 124
w. 4th st. (checks payable to
Wallace s. Espy, treas.). Prices
for single concerts are from $1.00
to $6.50.
If you speak of singing out of
character, just to sing would seem
out of character for the perennial
Indian fighter favorite, (or Indian, as the case may be), Jeff
Chandler. The funny thing is that
he is great! Listen to his first release of "I Should Care." Maybe
Jeff will be the first star in history to do two completely separate things well, (seen "Broken
Arrow?"), and still keep his integrity. Well, you can hope can't
you?
Since there wasn't room In the
original column about folk music
(and which caused repercussions
of a sort) for a paragraph I had
devoted to American folk music,
I'll say a word about It here. The
fact Is we've gotten some kicking
around, (notably early Blues).
The same Folkways Records that
bring , you the F. M. of Java,
South Africa, etc., carries some
homespun musical tales, as well.
Singers like Josh White, Harry
Belafonte, and Terrya Lee, if not
wholly authentic, then certainly
performing in folk style, have
preserved for us some of the rich
heritage of a nation quickly losing its character. Listen to Bela·
fonte's new record of "I'm Just a
Country Boy" and-"Hold 'Em
.Joe" (Calypso, Victor) and you'll
see what I mean. Don't, however,
let the apparent similarity to hillbilly music keep you from getting
to the real heart of a folk song.
The two are as different as night
and day. Belafonte himself, was
once just another Billy Eckstine,
till he saw the light.
Arthur Barack wrote la Tuesday's Enquirer, "It hu been a
source of constant wonder to me
why the name of Loyanfch ,. not
known far and wide ID eontemporary concert hall1." Peter Paul'•
decfll.on to studr at Xavier w11
hi• own; but the fact he Is not
known may be Indicative. Xavier's no mUlle school, but II IHllll
we are puffins too much .an.
on the wron1 thlap. Attendaaee
at Fine Arts leeharel and scantJ'
material for the Atbeneam 'bear
tilt. out.
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DRESEN TO STAR IN '·'DETECTIVE STORY'' MAY 7, 8, 9

'News' Garners
Honors From Tivo

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

OLC Horse Show
Slated For May I, 2

ICE CREAM and MILK
An Independent Since 1842

Obiter Dicta
(Continued from Pase 2)
tion points around the camp\is
and beg, borrow or steal ten
cents for this cause. If you don't
have it, set it from your eirl, or
yo\lr brother's piHY bank, but
let's -show ·what Xavier united
can do.

.......er.-tilt...C.'a'-"''*lllllt.

lr'l MHlcobolic. Contains sootl1lng lanolin. Crooms hair, rtliemdqntss, removes loose dindfuir.

Ctt Wildtoot Cm•·Oil, Clllrtit! low •

Ht.
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XAVIER DIAMONDMEN OPEN WITH X Tennis Coacl
WINS OVER EASTERN KY. WAYNE Hoping For W
·

·

By Joe ItlcCarlhy
The Xavier Tennis Team is
sa~ling
into its 1954 schedule
with ,a very hopeful outlook.
Th
.
.
e man responsible for this
outlook is entering his second

'

Bob Geo,.ge, Hank Scluuiclt Gain Mound Victo1·ies;
Hitting Of To1n St. Jolui, Don Scliulze lmp1·essive

Xavier Golfers
Starting
. • .SI0,VIY
Musketeer

H

1

B y I oran a1cy
By Logan Rapier
With two victories in the till Ned Wulk's
Spring sports will once again regain the spotlight they deserve
baseballers are on their way to what appears to be a good
1with the exodus of spring football practice. Coach Ned Wulk seemr;
.
.
.
to have come up with another good diamond nine, with several se.ason. The Muskies opened their season on Apr. 21 with a
sophomores looking impressive in the Muskies' initial outings along
wm over the Eastern Kentucky Maroons 7 to 5. Veteran
with the incomparable Tom St. John.
pi~cher
Bob George was the winner, his sixth in a Muskie
• • • • •
.
.
Coach Bob Massman's tennis_ squad have their work cut out for umform.
Xavier pulled ahead in the
them in the next week with four matches on the docket. The squad
.
Game Pqstponed
will be strengthened considerably with the addition of ;Jim Brock- fou1 th on two walks and a double.
In
the
fifth
inning
Eastern
A
heavy, mid-afternoon rain
hoff who has just finished spring football practice.
.
tallied
two
runs
on
a
homer
b
caused
postponement of last Tues• • • • •
Better days should be ahead for the Xavier niblickers who have Jack Kidd with teammate Ji~ day's baseball game between X
been taking their lumps in their first five outings. Their performance Brown on base.
aml Miami. The game was rein losing to UC last Friday indicates this, as all the team except one
In the first of the seventh the schecluled for Wednesday,
shot in the 70's. The high man shot an 80. The boys are just praying Musketeers scored three times.
that they can ·continue this kind of team shooting, as scores· of this The big blow of the inning was
kind are going to win some matches.
a double by Bill Niehaus, that
11
• • • • •
drove in , three runs. Eastern
.
Xavier's Bobby Heim was selected by Clair Bee's Baltimore Bui- pushed one more run across in
lets as their sixth draft choice in the i1ro draft held last week. the ninth, that being a four bag.
Talked to Bob a few minutes last Saturday night about it and he ger by Brown with 110 one on.
By Jun Albers
replied that Uncle Sam would interfere in any plans he might have. White took the loss for Eastern
The sharp-shooting Xavier
The top choices in this year's draft were Selvy and l\'.larshall, two
All-Americans with whom Cincinnati fans are very familiar.
Kentucky.
University ROTC Rifle team
,Behind the pitching of Hank placed eighth in their latest
• • • •
Schmidt and the bat of Capt. Tom
.
.
. ~
.
d
d outmg while competmo with
.
The performances of some of Xavier's past luminary's last Satf
h S
. .
St . .Jol1n, th e M us Ioes roppe
urday night brought back memories of the days gone by. Bob Finnel, Wayne
University of Detroit by 88 other te~m~ :om t e ..ecJimmy Liber and George Gilmartin showed the fans the type of ball a 7-4 count. Both teams countered ond Army district m the Wilham
playing that brought the school its memorable success of a few years with three runs in the third with Randalph Hearst Trophy match.
past. Finnel, the freshman football coach, showed- his former pupils Wayne's three coming as a result This is the highest position ever
how it should be done, especially on his drive into the end zone. of four Muskie miscues.
attained by a Xavier Rifle team.
~everal times Liber was within a couple of steps of breaking loose
X · b k tl
·
The team has one more match
only to lose his footing on the slippery turf.
. avlie1l·f r~ eth 1e !Jalmthe ope1t1 m scheduled for this year and it is
ti1e1r 1a · or ·r· e · eig
• • • • •
b 1t ond wo
·
scheduled ·on Family Day at the
The performances of several of the varsity members was en· passes, a sacn ice un , an smand St. John. XU range. This match is with UC
eouraging. Freshman Steve Junker, a product of Elder, made many gles by Vonderbrink
'th tl
f t'
and will be the rubber match of
think of the play of Jack Hoffman. who was known for his presence St . J oh n l e d X w1
wee sa e tes
while
Don
Schulze
had
two
hits.
the year as both teams hold a
in the opponents' back field. Besides dumping quarterback Gilmartin
victory over each other so far
several times for long losses, he took a pass from Gino Paoloni
The Muskies will be on the this year. A trophy will be preover his shoulder and scored the varsity's initial touchdown.
road for the next three games. sented to the winning team and
Paoloni was the other varsity member who deserves adde<l They ··will travel to· Oxford on
mention as he continually picked up important yardage. Bob Kon- Apr. 27 to play Miami. These two ~vill be conteste? for i.n the ~ommg years. The time will be listed
koly scored on an Intercepted pass. the first time that this has hap- team split last year with X win- in the schedule of events for
··· pened if my memory serves me right since Jackie Hahn picked off
~~~f t~~es!~~s~/;;?:o.5-3 and Mi- Family Day.
that memorable !,lass in the '51 X-UC game.
No results have been received

XU R;fle Club
Ra11ks .L4t Top
1

•

•

• •

•
•
On May 1, Coach Wulk will
It has been the custom in the past to i'un in The News predictake his team to Dayton for a
tions for the Kentucky Derby. Due to the many scratches it was
contest with the Flyers and on
doubted if it would be wise to submit them at an early date.
Ma~ 4, X will be the guest of
Ohio U. Last season OU beat t.he
~uskies 7-2. Dayton and Xavier
The Muskie baseball squad, off to a fast start this season, has did not meet last year.
Xavier returns home on the 7th
much serious competition yet to surmount.
to play their cross town rivals,
Place
Opponent
Date
UC, on the Cincinnati diamond.
Dayton,
0.
Dayton
May 1 (Sat.)
In last year's encounter, the Cats
Athens, O.
Ohio U.
May 4 (Tues.)
edged out the Musketeers 7-6.
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
May 7 (Fri.)
Although Wulk has not disXavier
(2:30 P. M.)
Wright-Patterson
AFB
May 8 (Sat.)
closed who will be on the mound
Xavier (2:30 P. M.)
Miami
May 11 (Tues.)
for him in the few games, it is
Xavier (2:30 P. M.)
Cincinnati
May 12 (Wed.)
most likely that both George
Xavier (2:30 P. M.)
Hanover
May 15 (Sat.)
and Schmidt will see action.
Xavier (2:30 P. M.)
Eastern Kentucky
May 18 (Tues.)
Wright-Patterson AFB Wright-Patterson, O.
May 20 (Thurs.)
Hanover, Ind.
Hanov.er
May 24 (Mon.)
Xavier (2:30 P. M.)
Dayton
May 27 (Thurs.)

REMAINING BASEBALL GAMES

By Mel Brennan

With five matches already
under their belt, the Xavier
golfers face a stern test in
their next two meetings. In a
. d f f"
d
th M
perio o ive ays, e us-

With only five more weeks of
bowling left, the Windy City Four
look like virtual shoo-ins to take
the X av i•e r Bowlin&: League
Championship. The City Four are
in first place, eight games ahead
of the second place team, Stalag
"17". Stalag is tied for second
place with the Backwoods Four,
but have a better chance of overcoming the eight game lead since
they rolled thi·ee more games.
In games bowled last week, the
City Four won two out of three
games from the Fighting Irishmen. The Four won on games of
636 and 662, while losing the middle game of the series by three
pins, 673-676. Although the Backwoods Four and Stalag "17"
rolled the same score in the series, 2060, Backwoods took two
games on scores of 690 and 681.
Stalag won the first game with a
751, but then blew-up to lose the
remaining two games.
The Phantoms made a clean

sweep of their match with No
Names by taking all three games.
The mysterious ones won on
games of 693, 633, and 657, to
move ahead of the No Names by
two games.
-------------

By Bill Dttily .
With only a month remaining
in this school year 'fhe Intramural Program will be quite busy
finishing up the remaining five
tournaments. Two tournaments,
table tennis and handball, are
now in progress with the first
round having just been completed.

,

· " 'bl' k
"
1'-.ie
m .1c ?rs

t f
mus . a.ce archrivals Miami and Louisville.
So far this season, Xavier boasts
a 1-4 record. Their lone victory
came on a road trip to Huntington,. W. Va., where they won a
lopside~ match, 15-3. Barry Wehrman, with a 78, and T~m Kne~r
and ;om McFarland ~1th a pair
of 79 s •. led x to th~ victory. Ben
Spauldmg, and. Ollie Brockman
carded 83 s. while Al Cecere was
low man with a 89.

I

The four losses have come at
the hands o~ Kentuck~r, UC and a
la~t place m the tr1anipe meet
with UK and UC UC continued
.
·
·.
to do~mnate t~e sports.scene with
X wit~ a pair of trmmphs. In
the triangle match, UC won by
a 16112 to 1%. score. This ,is the
largest by w~ich an X team has
been beaten m several years. In
a dual meet, UC was held to a
f
·
·
our pomt
margm,
151/z to 11%.
T
K
·
om ne~r and Barry Wehrm.an
were agam low for the Muskies
'th 74'
wt
s.
.
.
.
Coach Baldwin has confidence
in better things to come.

;;:;;:;;:;;;:;;:;;;;;:;;:;;:;=========
·
Muskie Golfers Edne UD
e

Bob M
.
assman
for as long as he can remember,
was graduated from Purcell High
School here in Cincinnati where
'
'
he played
with the tennis
team
·
and shared the AU-State High
School Doubles Championship in
·
1936. Durmg the war he toured
with a Navy tennis squad to Japan, Shanghai, Singapore, CeyIon, Capetown, Rio De Janiero
~nd other. places before disbandmg back m the states.
He is as equally adept at softball and bowling as he is as a
netter. His proficiency on the
bowling alley is best shown by
the fact that he won the $1,000
prize in last winter's Wright-De'Jape Sweepstakes. It is said that

The Xavier golfe~ edged out
the Dayton Flyers m a match
played under adverse conditions
from Illinois U. yet where th~ at Dayton by a 14•13 score. Larry
team fired in the Annual I. U. In- K~nkmoeller _Ied the niblicke~s
vitational match.
with a s~arkbng 74. It was X s
On the social side of the calen- second victory in six outings.
dar the club is having a social ~~~~~~~~~~~~~c::.:..:::.~=::::.....::_=..::::__:::
tonight ~t the range for all memhers and their dates. A program
is planned to permit the couples
to shoot as competing teams. A
dance and refreshments will follow to complete the evening.
Plans are. being formulated for
the, annual picnic.
. . . the london roll
The members have worked hard
The roll that stays rolled.
to achieve the success that they've
In white, pink, blue and
achieved this year in their matchmaize
oxford cloth. Very
es.
smart 2Vz" high button-

You'll Look Smarter ..•
••• in star·stylecl

SHIR'J1$. by MAX'S

down collar.

l11tra111urals Ei1ter Final Month ,With
l11clividi1al Tourua1ne11t In Spotlight

Windy City Four Stretches Its Lead
As Campus Boivling ¥ear Nears End

year as mentor of the net-men,
namely, Robert Massman. Coaching at Xavier part time, Bob is
an accountant duri~g the business hours. The active Massman
who has been engaged in athletics

The billiard tournament has
just started the opening round.
The annual softball and free
throwing tournaments started
last Wednesday.
Latest standing show that The
Cottage A Seniors are way ahead
of their closest competitor, the
Hall 10 team, with the third place
team, Elet 3A team close behind.

Free monoc;rram.

$4.95
the round eyelet . . .
Very neat, trim collar.
One of our best sellers. Jn
blue, pink, maize or white
broadcloth, pique, chambray, white on white,
white oxford.

Free Monoc;rram.

$4.95

button rounder
..A• the
smash hit in any
.

.Too l111portant To Forget. The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
Danee In Air-Filtered Comfort
On Clncy's Largest, Finest Floor

Closed Till September

We'll be expecting
you then.

in every

stud~nt's

diet.

maize oxford cloth.
Exclusive at Max's
the store that dresses the
stars. Free monOQram.

$4.95

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

league! Your choice of
white, blue, pink or

WOodburn 2474

Up to 6 months to pay
with 1 of Max's 4 pay plans

~E DRESS THE

STARS
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~H X T~nnis Coac~ B?b Massman

X Varsity Defeats Stars
~ Hor,i:_gM!'.!~ Winning Season In Spring Grune, 13-7 Score
The Xavier Tennis Team is
sailing . t 1't 1954 schedule
h
in
k
s
wit .a Very hop~ful out100 . •
The ma~ respo~s1ble. for this
outlook ls entering his second
year as mentor of the net-men,
namely,
Coaching
at xRobert
· Massman.
t f
Bob is
avier par . ime,
.
an accountant dun~g the business hours. The active Massman
who has been engaged in athletics
,

'rs .
~v}y
lready
•
7

~av1er

est in
;, I n a
Mus-

°

arche.
·boasts
victory
mtingwon a
WehrKneer
a pair
·y. Ben
1ckman
re was
!

1me at
: and a
! meet
1tinued
1e with
>hs. In
ron by
Bob Massman
is the
has for as long as he can remember,
ars. In was graduated from Purcell High
d to a School, here in Cincinnati, where
l 11¥.i. he played with the tennis team
!hrman and shared the AU-State High
luskies School Doubles Championship in
1936. During the war he toured
fidence with a Navy tennis squad to Japan, Shanghai, Singapore, Cey_
lon, Capetown, Rio De Janiero
e UD and other places before disbanding back in the states.
ed out He is as equally adept at softmatch ball and bowling as he is as a
idltions netter. His proficiency on the
· Larry bowling alley is best shown by
ilicke~s the fact that he won the $1,000
ras X 8 prize in last winter's Wright-Dengs.
'lape Sweepstakes. It is said that

im

Nettei·s Defeated

Frosh Halfback Bob Konkoly's Interception Of

v·

The Xavier tennis team dropped G
·1
. '
. Kl k
two matches at the start of the
eorge G1 marlin s Pass Give us a111en 1ctory
week to the Dayton Flyers by a
By Bruno Woll/
5-4 score and to the University of
Fi:eshman halfback Bbb Konkoly stole a George GilmarKentucky Wildcats by a 6-3 count. tin pass in the third quarter and raced some thirty-nine yards
The netters are now winless in for the touchdown which gave the Xavier University Varsity
three outings,
· over th e Al umm· All-Stars. U n d er th e l'ght
a la-7 wm
I
s of
Xavier Stadium last Saturday evening Konkoly -broke up a
he also handles a mean bat in close played battle of the lines.
'
diamond play.
·
h h'
The two teams ba~tled to a field goal attem~t fro~ t e t irHis first season as tennis head- deadlock in the openmg stanza ty;- the ball falling a httle short
man brought a record of 5 of 11 until the All-Stars fell on a furn- and wide.
dual matches played last spring. ble in the .second quarter and Several plays later the Varsity
His second Muskie team is engaging its 1954 schedule of 15
matches with three lettermen returning. The word is that the
campaign should prove itself
highly successful.
Number one man on this years
net squad is Jim Brockhoff, who
was also engaged in spring football practice and has a shoulder
injury that's giving him a little
trouble. He had a 4-7 singles record last year, playing number
one.
Other returning lettermen are
Captain Fred Trivilino, a southpaw from Jamaica, N. Y. He has
a 6-4 record in singles play. John
Shields, a sophomore from St.
Xavier ·High tops all with 7-4.
Number four man is Mike Hasset,
a freshman hailing from Chicago
who is playing doubles with the
first three. The other single players and one doubles duo come
.
•:i.
from, Tom Foley, a Chicagoan,
End Chuck Kirkhoff (left) examines a cut over tackle Jim
and a sophomore. His brother, Schwartz's eye.
freshman Bob Foley, Jim Pardin, started a scoring drive from the surprised the All-Stars as quara sopho~ore from Columbus,. ~nd Varsity forty-five. Bob Finnell, terback Norm. Zmyslinski tossed
Lloyd Lill, a freshman haihng now Xavier freshman coach, pow- a pitchout to Gina Paoloni, who
from Rochester, N. Y.
ered from the ten carrying a threw down field to Steve Junflock of Varsity defenders on his ker for a 42-yard touchdo}Vn play.
Ferrier In Shape
back into the end zone. Gerry Don St. John, who ran well all
Bill Ferrier has discarded his Keefe, one time associate of the night, showed he had other talcrutches and is limping himself late Baron, booted the extra point ent by kicking the point to tie
back into shape for the gridder's to put the all stars ahead by sev- the score.
annual picnic.
en. Keefe had failed earlier on a
The crowd was 1500.

-

ook Smarter •••

How the stars got started •••

n star-stylecl

§:.by MAX'S
. . . the london roll
The roll that stays rolled.
In white, pink, blue and
maize oxford cloth. Very
smart 21/z" high buttondown collar.
Free monoQram•

Diclc Powell says: "At Little Rock College,
Ark., I began singing with a choral group.
This was followed by dance-01·chestra jobs
all over the Mid-West' - and finally to
Hollywood. After 40 pictures, typed as a
'crooner', I finally won a 'tough guy' role...:....
and really got going!"

By Paul Caln
·
That Old Halfbacks never die was well proved last satW'day
night when Bob Finnell, Bob Judd and Jim Liber ran through and
aroun_d the younger varsity. Some of the underclassmen who nner
·had the treat of watching at leaiat the two older of the trio will
understand why these three are numbered among Xavier's greats.
"Finnook" Finnell, still as hard as the Rock of Gibralter, is in a
better tate of conditioning than many of the varsity can boast of
d J' s
L'b h
't h
d b't f
h
th
•
an . immy .1 er asn, c ange a ~ or as a 1~ays e ~as a ome
until he got mto the open then he JUst couldn t keep his feet. Bob
Judd hasn't looked better since his spohomore year and he had jwt
completed his comprehensive the afternoon of the game ••. maybe
it was a load off his mind.
• • • • •
Whenever football draws back its olcf players, the stories that
go around are fabulous and as always the factual ones are m•ch
more interesting than the fictional ones (as Mr. Ripley can attest).
One of our favorites centers around a Xavier halfback of 192'1,
named Ozzie Presto. Oz was a peculiar mixture of man who had a
nose like Gino Paoloni and was unconscious like "Sleepy" DeCorps
and while he was scholastically a good student, he lacked horse
sense and drive. And for four years Oz paid pew rent in St. Joe's
Chapel and 50 cents a week for someone to turn on his radiator in
Elet. Oz always tq9k the easy way out, which was, of course, around
end and into open field where he was at his best running at such
angles that he was dubbed "Rubber Ankles."
One day Coach Joe Meyer was running straicht arm drills with
the backs and Ozzie being as nifty as he wall, was in hi1 glory, shifting the ball into the arm opposite the tackler and sliding the woaldbe assailant with a straight arm to his head. ,Then the coach decided
to make the Oz .think a bit ad sent two of the bigrest llnemea at
him from opposite sides and Ozzie, always equal te any sltaatfou,
dropped the ball and straight-armed them both.
Another day the Muskies were playing Louisville on old Corcoran Field in an era when a coach at X had only four running
backs and this particular afternoon Joe Meyer sent in Cain and
Presto to replace the quarterback and right half, with orders to
quarter, Cain, to run Presto three out of four plays to rest the o•her
backs. So Presto ran over center, burns around end for a first down,
Presto off tackle, Presto on a pitch-out, and Xavier was on the
U of L 25, third and six.
Cain then calls Presto on a single wing line buck, calls hike
and hears a dull thud and on the next play is called to the side line
and angrily asked, "Why did you punt on third down on their 25,
Cain?" "I called Presto over ,center." Oz was hastily summoned to
the bench on the next play and explained, "Well Chip called me for
the third straight time and, since I was tired of runnini, I punted.
Is anything wrong?"

Start smoking Camels
yourself!
Smoke only Camels for 80 days see for yourself why Camels' GOol,
genuine mildness and rich, friendly
fiavor ·give more people more pure
pleasure than any other cigarette!

. $4.95

collar.
lers. In
r white
chamwhite,
oxford.
e>Qram.

CAMELS LEAD
INISALIES BY lllCOllD

$4.95
. . . the button rounder
A smash hit in any
league! Your choice of
white, blue, pink or
maize oxford cloth.
Exclusive at Max's
the store that dresses the
stars. Free monOQram.

•Publllhld In

l'rlaten' IU. UH

$4.95

Up to 6 months to pay
R.1.llnooldoT.--O..
WJa1'°8·lile•, If. e.
.

with 1 of Max's 4 pay plans
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Verkamp Debate Student Wins
'Xavier-4.merieana' SIated As Theme Engag~
Interest NACA Contest
For Annual Fan1ily Day Ceremonies Of Philop Teams

The Cincinnati Chapter of the
With its season of intercollegi- National Association of Cost Acate competition officially com- countants announced this week
Presidential Ball to Honor Faculty, Dads, tudents; cards and bingo in the Armory pleted,
the Poland Philopedian that the 1953 prize for the best
Dinner, Variety Sliow, Concert, Social .11lso 011 Tap classrooms. The price for all eve- Debating Society is now prepar- manuscript on a subject of interBv Tom Lippert, Newa Senior Editor
ning activities, including beer and ing for its final event of the year, est to. business accountants was
.r
refreshments at· the dance and the annual Verkamp Debate.
awarded to James H. Topmiller
"Xavier -Americana" is t~e .
1
h If l'fe f 37 years social has been held to $1.75 per Traditionally, every year the of the Evening College. Mr. Toptheme, and Saturday, May 22'. is iso~ope·1:at a tat -~ a~nually by adult' person Dinner tickets are six outstanding members of the miller's paper was entitled "Inthe d~y. This is the news bemg ~~e l~~heme ste~~ub which will $2.25 for adults and $1.00 for society are chose~ to participate ternal Control of Inventories."
proclaimed by scor~s of :osters record the ~adiation' reading on children. Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, in this encounter over the cur- Vincent Brennan received honoron campus h~raldmg 195
t e a~~ one of 100 se ments provided on s.J., Dads' Club moderator, said rent debate topic. This year the able mention for his paper.
proach of Family Day,
:• bt
th b
g edallion covering that dinner reservations will Verkamp will be held on May 13 The Accounting Society heard
fifth all-day open house ce c r~- e d ron~~ m
again be limited to advance ticket in the Dorothy Albers Fine Arts Mr. John Hampel, comptroller of
tion for Xavier students, their the eposi ory.
sales in order to avoid waste.
Room. As yet the Philops have the Mosler Safe Co. on Friday, .
Spotlight Marian Year
Tickets for all events are now not voted for the participants.
Apr. 23. Mr. Mosler's address co~-families, gi~~ fri~nds a~d ,!11embers of the Xavier family.
Marian Year will be in the being sold by committeemen Ed The e~tire sc~~lastic year w~s cerned standard costs.
.
The Dads' Club, under ~he spotlight at 4:30 when the So- N dini John Schwier 1 in g, one of high activity for the sociAt the third annual dinner
chairmanship. of ~r. A. A. Biss- dality sponsors .religious cere- G::rge' Zain, Dave Kelly, Jim ety. Per.haps its most important rqeeting of the Acco!lnting Someyer, plans its biggest effort ye~ monies at the Shrine of Our ;r.ady Pardi, Joe Keller and Al Hude- ~ccomphshme~t was the c~ptur- ciety, Mr. James R. Favret, C.P.A.,
to make the May 22 da~e a mo~u of Victory. A roast beef dinner pohl A booth is being· set up in mg of the Steible Trophy m the a Xavier alumnus and at present
mental extravaganza m keepmg will be served from 5 until 7 in So th Hall to handle ticket. sales. regional NFCCS debating cham- a partner in the firm of Rouse,
with the "Americana" flavor. The the Union Building. Director Gilu
·
pionship.
Favret and Co. and Secretarypopular student da~ce s.lated for bert T. Mar-inger will conduct the
Committee Members
Since September the organiza- Treasurer of the Ohio State Board
9 p. m. in Memorial F1e~dno~se Musketeer Band in a concert at Named to other student com- tion took part in contests at Den- of Accountancy, was the guest
is being termed the Pr~sidenhal
0 7:00 in the Armory. At 8:00 the mittees are Julius Szakats and ison, Ohio Wesleyan, Ohio State, speaker. The meeting was held
Ball to honor the presidents ~ traditionally popular student va- Norm Zmyslinski, dance; Tom Purdue, Kent State, DePauw, Apr. 21 in the Blue Room of UnXavier University, of ~he Dads riety show, again under the di- Lippert and Bob Fitzpatrick, pub- Loyola (Chicago), and Mary ion Hall.
Club, of student council and of rection pf Dr. Joseph Link, Jr., licity; Marty Daly, Don Ehrhart Washington (Virg!nia). .
.
the individual classes-all under will holCl forth in the Armory, and Larry Moringer, art; Bill Although the final won-loss society are today much richer for
the aegis of the official seal of which will be arranged to seat Sweeney entertainment· Steve record was unimpressive, Rev. their participation."
the President of the United 300 guests more than last year's Yaros a~d Jack Davis, ~rogram; Thomas P. Conry, S.J., faculty
The Philops will officially close
'Statea.
record-breaking crowd.
Mike Dahm, housing; Dick San- moderator, stated, "We gained in- their year wit.h the an?ual ban'
"Century Depository"
Concurrent with the Presiden- tilli, decorations; and John Kros- valuable experience and poise. I quet and election of officers May
! The schedule of events calls for tial Ball in the fieldhouse will be ky, refreshments.
believe that the members of the 20.
campus tours, exhibitions and
demonstrations, including th e
showing of the movie "The Greater Glory," from 2 to 4 p. m. At
'4:00 comes the sealing of,, the
~unique "Century Depository on
'the plaza of Logan Hall. R~v.
Frederick N. Miller, S.J., Xavier
'th coUege kids,
When you come right dow~ to it, you
chemistry department chairman
They're a\l,stn:ri3~:'~ a\ike·ackedsmoke for one simple reason •.• enjoywho will officiate, explained that
Wlth ga
f' m so fu\\Y P
· fora smoke,
ment. And smoking enjoyment is all a
dd'es ask me
?
'materials of scientific and hisSo ro~~~?trrcky Strike\
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts
torical importance will be sealed
"say,
\ SP
Barbara Bennett
in a.cigarette. And Luckies taste better.
in a 30" x 30" copper box to be
''l\ere's flnerSs/mM f.T.\'t"
Lawrence Collde
. ''~ause L. • • •
opened in 2054.
1\vo facts explain why Luckies taste
Ford R· Maddie~
I Among the deposits will be an
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike
Kansas u.uvertJfY
isotope of caesium, which has
means fine tobacco ••• light, mild, goodbeen made radioactive to a harmtasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are acless degree at the Oak Ridge Natually made better to taste better •••
tional Radiation Laboratory. The
always round, firm, fully packed to draw
freely and smoke evenly.
So, for the enjoyment you get from
better taste, and only from better taste,
Be Happy-Go Lucky. Get a pack or a
carton of better-tasting Luckies today.

s

"~~~f3o t~ey r~~:,'Pa'r:'•

0

Mardi Gras Drive
Workers Attracted
To Detroit Festival

In preparation for next year's
Mardi Gras Drive six students
and Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman,
S.J., dean of men, have planned a
trip to the University of Detroit
Spring Carnival to scout the activities in Motor City. Fr. Ratterman together with Bill Morrissey,
'i6, and Pat Brand, '55, have already made the trip up to Detroit. Bill Trischler, '55, John
Rolfes, ':15, Tom Kaberna, '57, and
Tom Bunker, '56, follow today.
Tom Kaberna hopes to distinguish himself in the. Spring Carnival's Intercollegiate Derby, a
burlesque horse race and the attraction of the day. Kaberna will
jockey a non-thoroughbred saddle horse iR accordance with the
race provisions.

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

COLLEGE SMOKERS PREEER LUCKIES
A comprehensive survey-baaed on
31,000 student interview• and 1uper·
vised by college profe11on-1how1 that
1mokera in colleges from coa1t to co&1t
prefer Luckies to all other brut/1/ The
No. 1 reason: Luckies' better taste!

••••••••
LUCKIES .TASTE BOTER ........
CLIANIR,
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!o do s~me research on the sub~ect.. At Texas, a three year.proJect 1s planned to learn the id~~s
of parents, educators and rehg1ous leaders on how to help new
students get better starts in college work.
Participants will discuss problems students encounter in chang.
.
mg from high school to. college
stu?y as well a~ how to improve
the~r cur:ent adJustment program
which g~ves help t~ thos~ who
need to im~rove their reading or
study techniques..
Results of a guidance w?rk~hop
at the U. of Delaware mdic~te
that a large per cent of high
school students entering college
need training in English composi.
.
.
..
tion ' particularly
1 n wr1tmg
.
themes.
Also included
were English
mechanics
utl'n'n
nd
11
not t k'
' t? . ~ a ,,
e . a t'mg, prac
ice m essay
examma
ions, s t u d y me th ods an d
t·h
t' 1 · "
d
bl
,,
ma ema 1ca
wor pro ems.
St ud en t s ment•10ned d'ff'
it·
1 1cu 1es
with the amount of reading re. d , 1ack of t es t experience
.
qmre
and rapid pace of courses.
"

Xavier's Operation Youth
program, which will be held
. th. J
th E
agam is un~ on ~ vanston campus, lS looking forward to another year of the

Columbus, Catholic War Veterans or local. Kiwanis Clubs.
,,,,,,,,i,.:,;:;:::;::::::;;:::::,:;:;:
By M,..,o H 1u
They must be m the upper quar1:!Ji:!\\ii:iiJ'fii:::::;:=:::
--1
ter of their class and must par,~filfii'
ticipate in at least one extracur}~~=:I:::c·
ricular activity.
"Th
K'
d
I"
d
't
f'
t
.
h
success
,which·
it
has
attained
in
The Operation Youth program
As
e mg an
rang own is ma1 cur am at t e
the past. The unusual program ·
f 11
k f
f 1
T ft 1 t
k
t'
t'll
· d
ed .
1s a u wee o use u purpose.
a
?s wee , one qu~s ion s i remame. unanswer
m
of youth training will again be Young men, exemplifying the
the mmds of many of its well-pleased audience. What was
directed by Mr. Jack Moser of best products of their communithis thing, this strange mixture of music and comedy and
the Public Relations Depa~tment. ties, join in thoughtful analysis
tragedy that had so moved the heart of a city? Where did it
Dean of Men Rev.. Patrick H. of. their country's primary intercome from? Where was it going? .
.
Ratter~an, S.J., will serve as ests. Through their understanding
Th~ musical play, as the de- production Is great stuff for film
chaplain for the program.
of the terms of citizenship they
vice has been named, seems to fans who like little boys, oceanThis year's fifth successive ses- are taking on the responsibilities
be a creature· of Rodgers and side amusement parks and oversion of the Freedom Foundation of their civil duties early.
d 't
d
· · g
·
'll b
..
.
.
.
r d d b h
Hammerstein, the. ~lay-producing c ow f e It eacd e:ik 11 y:uln on
awar w~n:;:n service 'tw~ . e Last year the c1~1zensh1p pro1
..yhlnour
rthun mute Th e s~me as 1 afid.m gram 8:ttract~d h~gh. scho?lers
duo whose prohf1c pei:is have chare orb .: or sl.. el san
turned out many such a hit ("Car- s oes, e..er wa • or some. r
e pas·
ere is never any is- from Wisconsin Ilbno1s Indiana
.
11
....
I
..
f
"h
,
t'me t'ion P1ace d b ecause of re- Pennsylvania,
.
' Oh10,
.
•Michigan,
. .
•
ousel," "Allegro," "South Paci- a •• e more ou. o • e a.mos't sis· phere• Like this week's "Conquest
ligious beliefs or color.
Wes t v·1rgm1a,
· · K ent uc k y, and
ft.c") . Ak'm t.o, b u t no t l'k
1 els
ter species, the musical comedy, of Everest," f'rlnstance.
The chief theme of Operation Tennessee. Mr. Moser and his
y ou th 1s
. 't'
h'
'th
.t
. an even
. type of prod uct1on
.
ON TB E BOAROS:
this
_
. seems
..
. c1 .1zens 1p, w1 numerd commit ee are expecting
.
ous d1scuss1ons centered aroun larger turnout this year.
more to resemble "reality" (the "On the Town" at UC's Wll.
d - t 1 ) h
.
•
't t'
h' h
.
term is use . re1uc ant
s1
w icT are
The six themes to be treated
. Y d t an its son Auditorium• Is the "nautical
A ua ions
.
l'f
. 1 current
d'
. m
1
d
re a.te medium. It. is ma e up, or musical" about three sailors on
merica~ I ~· yp1ca 1s~uss1ons during the week are: World Orso it seems, of Just
treat
topics hke
. about the shore leave In Gotham• The re.
. . Communism,
. the ganization in the Atomic Age,
sam.e ar_nount of levity and pathos suiting action makes for some
Job of t~e cv1han, and the Job of Youth and American Governas hfe itself.
funny moments and affords the
I the serviceman.
ment, Political Parties, Free EnLighthearted rather than rau- singers an opportunity to cut year's "Anything Goes," wm give Most of the boys who partici- terprise in Democracy, Man-a
cous In Its levity, and deep rath- loose with some fine son1s; The you an evening of fine entertain- pate in Operation Youth are se- Useful Member of His Communier than ponderous In Us pathos, Mummers Guild, If It does as ment. Time is 8:15, tonight and lected by sponsoring organiza- ty, and The Family-the Foundathe play moves more as the sum good a job with this as with last Saturday night.
tions, such as the Knights of tion of All Democracy.
of Its parts rather than In any --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------individual aspect alone. Its truth
is often vitally universal, whether It Is a humorous truth or a
trapc one. The fundamental effect Is the right one: that life,
for all Its Inconsistencies and occasional cruelties, Is fundamentally good; that man has certain
rl1hts-and correspondln1 dt1tles
to his God and his fellow; that
ll'rinr up to these duties will render rood-and the opposite evil;
and that life Is man's strurrle to
find this good. In short, the musical play works toward the appreciation of the beauty of life,
what philosophers of art call the
aesthetic effect.
The musical play is probably
an outgrowth of the modern dramatic vehicle called the "drame,"
a tragi-comedy so to speak, or
"slice of life" drama. It inherits
both the shortcomings and the
virtues of the style. The musical
' play does not approach the
heights of the classic tragedy nor
the consistent happy-endings of
the classic comedy. In its mating
of the two, however, and in supplying in addition good (though
~oat
not great) music, it does provide
the theatergoer with good entertainment. Just how good is open
• Beeau•e ,,au get tlae plu• ol BAIN proteetlon t
to opinion.
11
There seems, in any cas~. to be
II
• Beeau•e 110• ean wear It 111 tlle Sl!Nt An,,tlrnet
a big future for the musical play.
ii
Other authors have struck en11
• Beeau•e ••• ean wear It 111 tlle fJO£D, too t
t~rtainment (and boxoffice) gold
RI
in the medium ("Brigadoon,"
I
"Finian's Rainbow")- but their
productions are only now shedALLIGATOR VALUES FROM
ding the influence of the HerI
bert - Romberg - Lehar romantic
I
school. Neither "The King and I"
I
nor "South Pacific" , was even
I
I
close to the operetta tradition, .
and even "Me. and Juliet," a far
You get 10 much ~ore when you choose an Alligator.
I
more lighthearted and romantic
I
More fabric quality, more comfortable, casual styling,
story, was in a new, rather than
I
more
usefulness, more protection and more value for ·
an old vein. I'm not quite sure
just what the appeal of these
your money. 'Alligators are here in a variety of fabrics, colors
plays is, and I hesitate, as a conand patterns • , • all are handsome, all easy on the budget.
temporary, to stick my neck out
I
and call it "good art." I hesitate,
I
I
but I will ·anyway, and I hope,
Rayon &abardin•--------17.71
I
like other good art, that the muI
The Travelweighf--------18.71
sical play is here to stay.
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ON THE SCREEN:

''Tile Little Fu1ltlve," IOOD "
make tbe roandl of 1oeal 1e1reeu,
18 a neat ltudy of human nature
at the ·heaoh tbrou1h the e1• of
a lolt lls·year 014 boJ. The boJ
Is pla1et1 ntber eharmlll1J1 bJ a
:rOllllS actor named Bleble All·

4nle0: the people, It ....., an
~wlll-plople. Oa tllt wllole, tlae
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The Flangab (Rayon and Orlon) in
ten end. grey chec~------,21.71
The &old Libel (worsted gaberdine)
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can a man go

at G.E.?
That's pretty much up to the individual but every G-E job
comes with a ladder built in. Whether or not the man decides
to climb it is his own choice. Certainly G. E. offers every
·
encouragement to reach for the next rung.
For one thing, the opporturiities are there. We all know that
jet propulsion is one of the nation's youngest major industries.
The possibilities for jet development and new uses have
hardly begun to be explored. But we do know that increasingly·
powerful jet engines are completely practical. We know that
smaller jet engines will have many uses. And we also know
that the whole field of commercial air transport is open
for development.
This broadening of opportunities is true not only in jet
propulsion.but equally true of the whole electrical field. It is
now expected that the electrical industry will grow more in
the next 10 years than it has in the last 75! To share in that
growth, G. E. will have invested over a billion dollars in new
plants and equipment by the end of 1954. This billion dollar
expansion has taken place just since the end of World War II.
Wl)ere will the men be found to assume leadership in these
expanding opportunities? First, by promotions within the
Company-fairly, on a basis of demonstrated ability. And of
course trade schools, high schools and colleges will continue
to provide a constant flow of future leaders.
G. E. encourages all employees to "grow" so that they .will be
ready for better opportunities. Apart from educational grants,
the Company operates its own training schools. These might be
described as an Industrial and Engineering University with
classrooms acros!!J the nation, over 150 courses, and a student
body in excess of 25,000. Direct cost of these schools, excluding
pay to students, runs to several million dollars a year.
So there you have it. G. E. provides the opportu~~J!s. the
encouragement, the trainirig for greater responsibilities.
Together, they form the G-E ladder that's part of every job.
Happily, with a ladder so close and so convenient, most G-E
employees show an eagerness to climb. That's the way, it should
be. Out of long experience, G. E. knows that the rise of a
Company is only the reftection of a lot of people on their way up.

g.-(JN ~_/Ad,rt~ m_

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
EVENDALE PLANT
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Ball Honors 'Colonel' Hughes

Queries Prompt Dean Wall'-er XOMM Get Bars;
To Clarify Absence Regulation ~~e!~n~rslo~ g!!"!!?~!
By Dorothy Trage1er
at the discretion of the dean and XOMM officers, Elmer Kuntz,
In answer to many requests the professor involved, if suffici- pres~dent; .Tony Mazza, vicefrom students regarding the ent make-up work has been done. president; Jim. Powers, secretary;
1f

.

b

Four or more absences auto- and Paul Cam, treasurer, and

regu a ions concerning a - matically give the student the members Ed Evans, Nick Evans,
sences from class, Dean Rus- grade of F-A (Failure because 0 f Howard Fishburn, Bob Fitzpatsell J. Walker wishes to clar- excessive absences.)
rick, Bill Fitzpatrick, Jim Gilliify these regulations.
Two absences from any course
are p~rmitted during any one semester. Three absences in any
one course automatically disqualify the student from credit for
-the course. However, since classes are held in the evening and
since many of the students' may
.
have serious
reasons for missing
. h
d
. class, the EC off ice as announce
an exception to this rule. If there
is a grave reason for the third absence, credit can be received only

Alumnae Present
.

After a second absence the student involved will be notified
that he may miss no more classes;
After a third absence he will receive a notice instructing him
that only under the circumstances
mentioned will he receive credit.
Even aftedr three a~sence.s, ho~m
ever,
a stu ent may . contmue
th
.
e course as an auditor with no
credit.
·
~n short.• two absences are permitt.e~. With proper approv~l a~d
sufficient extra work, credit will
be ~iven after .a th!rd. A fourth
merits automatic failure.

gan, Ju~tin Huber, Jim Kelly,
R?ger . Lindemann, Adam Mey~r,
Bill Niehaus, Tom ~rtma~n, Jim
Poynter, Logan Rap~er, Bill Rotei:t, John Seeley, Jim Sherlock,
Dick Sp:lz, Lod~e Weber and
Dave White.
.
.
.
At the same time, sixteen 3uniors were received into the or· t'1011. I nc1ud ed are Ed Morgamza
an Bob Morris Jim Albers Frank
'
' .
. '
Yass, Tony Damico, Bill LuttPhotographed last Friday night in the receiving line of the
mann, Dick Kunkemoeller, Harry ROri;c l\Iilitary Ball held at Castle Farm are, I. to r., Xavier's Cadet
Gieske, Ed• Groene, Bob Glaser, Col. Roger Lindemann, Lt. Col. Jesse Brown, Mrs. Robert Paul (last
Don Fessler, Dick Doepker, Jim year's Honorary Cadet Colonel), Miss Lois Hughes (1954 Honorar1
Niehaus, Bob Siegenthaler, Fred Cadet Colonel) and Cadet Captains Elmer Kuntz and William Fl~Drugan and Ken Boehme.
. patriek.
Photo bt1 Karches

Neivest Members
~t Tea Apr. 25
The 15 new members of the
Alumnae Association of the Evening College were introduced at
a tea which was sponsored by the
Association's board of governors.
The event took place in the Dorothy Albers Fine Arts Room on
Sunday afternoon, Apr. 25.
The Very Rev. James F. Maguire, S.J. talked to the group n
the importance of the Alumnae
Association. Dean Russell Walker, of the Evening College, also
addressed the gathering.

Social Club Calls
May 3 Meeting
To Clear Agenda
The recently elected officers of
the EC Social Club will officiate
for the first time at the next
meeting, Monday, May 3. Discussion of the final activities of the
year will be on the agenda. These
. include the Spring Dance, the
softball team and the annual pie• nic. The meeting will be held at
7~45 in Rm. 4 at the evening college. All EC students are invited
to attend.
·

I

•
I

I

•
•

Institute Elects
Walker To Board

-

Russell J. Walker, dean of the
Evening Division of Xavier University, has been elected a member of the American Institute of
Accountants, national professional public accountants.
Dean Walker holds a CPA certificate from the State of Ohio,
obtained by written examination,
and is a member of the Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants.
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Americocs

Knights of the Sky...

Tile Sparta11 Band that held tlze pass,
T/ze Knights of Arthur's trai11
Tile Light Brigade tlrat charged tlze guns,
Across the ba11/e plain
Can claim no greater glory llzan
· Tire dedicated few
Who wear t!te Wings of Silver
••• 011 a field of Air Force Blue.
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NEW
ENGLA~D

For Fellowship ••• High Adventure ••• and a Proud Mission •••
wear the wings of the U.S. Air Force!
UNITED STATES
In days gone by, young men in shining graduate as an Air Force Lieutenant earnAIR FORCE
armor ruled the age. Today, a new kind of ing $5,000 a year. Your silver wings
mark you as one of the chosen
who
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HAT
--:= MANUFACTURING
--=- COMPANY
--! 118 East Sixth Street
-5 Cincinnati, Ohio -
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will

few
man rules the age-America's Knights of
the Sky, the Air Force Pilots! They rule ride the skies in Air Force jets.
As an Air Force pilot, your kingdom is
from on high, in ftashing silver-winged
Air Force jets ••. a gallant band that all space-a jet is your charger and your
America looks up to! Like the Knights of mission is the highest. You are a key
old, they are few in number, but they defender of the America11 faith, with a
represent their Nation's greatest strength. guaranteed future botlr in military and
If you are single, between the ages of commercial aviation.
Join America's Knights of the Sky, new
19 and 26¥1, you can join this select flying
team and serve with the finest. You will be menofanewage. BeanAviationCadet !For
given the best jet training in the world, and further.information, fill out this coupon.
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AVIATION CADET, AFPTl-P-4
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Heatlquart1rs, U.S.A.P., W•1hln111n 25, D,1,

Please se11d me information an my
oppor1u11ilies as an Air Foree pilot.
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Facts Of Library
Unknown To Many

'"

(Continued from Page 3 >
stand circulation are not circu·
lated. Reference works are not
circulatable.
The Xavier Library differs
from the Public Library in that
profes5ors may reserve books for
their students. Certain of the reference books and the reserved
books are possessed in sufficient
q_uantity so that some copies do
circulate.
Investigation failed to reveal
• volume in the Xavier Library
which is not for use by serious
students. It was learned, however,
th t th Public Library of Cin·
ci:nati :nd Hamilton County has
certain collections which are not
available for undergraduate reference.
The Library is open 54 hours a
week for circulation. Books may
ha withdrawn in the evenings,
when the charging desk is closed,
if students phone the Library in
the afternoon and request that
the books they desire be charged
and made ready to be picked up
in the evening.
It was learned that the stacks
and other facilities of the Library are cramped. Several tab~s
have been added in an effort to
accomodate the increased enrollment and a new five-tier set of
stacks has 'been ·installed. It was
discovered that when Xavier is
able to construct classroom facilities to replace those in the
Walter Seton Schmidt Library
Building, the Library will then
be able to expand its facilities
greatly.
A survey of Catholic student
library facilities indicated that
Xavier University has library facilities which are the seventh best
among all of the Catholic universities and colleges in the United
States. The survey was conducted
by the library staff of the Catholic University of America and
was based on the number of
books as well as the over all facilities.
Statistics in American Univer$itie$ and Colleges by Mary Irwin indicate that Xavier has the
largest Library ·of all Catholic
universities and colleges in Ohio
which are accredited by the North
Central Association.
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Con!ederatelJ To Cl~o°.se.
OJlicers, Plan Late Picruc
The Confederate Club presi·
dent, John Foley, announced this
week that members will meet
Monday evening, May 3, at 7:30
p. m. in room 45 of Albers Hall
to elect officers for next year.
Also on the agenda will be plans
for the club's Spring picnic.

First Meeting Scheduled
By X-GI Veterans Club
Th f'
t'
f th
t
e irst mee mg o
e recen •
ly. formed X-GI's veterans club
will be held at 2:00 p. m. on Sunday, ~lay 2, 1~54 at the B & J
Bowl m Belleview, Ky. The vets
will meet on the Evanston Cam-

Taverners Clioose Martin Elected To E11glisl1 Club Po~t
Mohs .As '54 Host At the Annual Dinner of the The dinner was held last Tues·

.
English Club of Greater Cincin· day at Hughes High School.
At li,ist Monday's meeting of nati, Mr. Bernard L. Martin, fac·
Mr. Martin succeeds Dr. Charles
the Mermaid Tavern, Mayo A. ulty moderator of The News and F. Wheeler, chairman of the de·
Mohs, a junior from Cincinnati instructor in English, was elected partment of English, who js re·
and auth~r of The News column to the Executive Committee of tiring from his post on the Eng.
"Down Front" was elected Host ·that body.
lish Club's Executive Committee.
of the writers group for the com- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ing year.
Mohs replaces the incumbent
William Stieger, Honors course
1
senior from Cleveland who has
held the position for the past
year.
------------pus at ~:30 in the afternoon to
pool their ~ars.
. .
~~e ~usmess will mclu~e ~he
ratification of the constitution
Official Seal
Family Day, 1954
and the election of officers.
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Today's
CHESTERFIELD

Is the Best Cigarette
Ever Made!

"Ches'terflelcls .,or Me I"
/).

A~. ~-

~ ~

Univ. of
ldabo·'54

The cigarette .tested and approved by 30
years of scientific tobacco research.

.,.

Meetings To Hear "Ches'terfields *or Me I"
Two Xavier Profs
t£)_ .1,li~.~ .;. A1111rlc•'1
Two Xavier University professors will participate in scholarly
conventions today and tomorrow.
Daniel DeGuzman, instructor
of French and Spanish, will be at
the University of Kentucky's
Foreign Language Conference at
Lexington, Ky., where he will
present a paper on the Spanish
philosopher, Miguel de Unamuno.
Rev. W. Eugene Shiels, S.J.,
chairman of the department of
history, will be attending the annual meeting of the Mississippi
Valley Historical Association at
the Hotel Lorraine, Madison, Wis.

I

"'1 ~

No. I l•ndleadtr

The cigarette with. a proven good record
with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly

examinations of a· group of smokers show no
adverse effects .to nose, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield.

Laraest

Selllng Clsarette
In America's

College•
TUXEDO

RENTAL

*
LANDEN, LTD.
606 Vine St.

PArkway 7345

"Chesi:erfle1·c1s .,or Me·I"
4Jaahtl!b· ~ u.s.c. '56
rhe cigarette. that gives you proof of
highest quality-low nicotine. For the taste
and mildness you want-smoke America's
most p.,gQular 2-wax cigarette:·

